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through music.

And to all of them for showing me how to live endlessly grateful.

the text with her discerning vision.

the spark of passion, and for uncovering the passions in the inimitable

Phyllis Meyer - For igniting my study and work with an extraordinary

generosity taking on my projects midway through the year.

Students to experience with rigor and delight, and for

Paula Matheson - My advisor - For challenging me, and so many

research and writing.

deep care and integrity of his scholarship in helping me with my

depth of research and warm heart, and for bringing the

students.

a heartfelt thank you to all of the musicians who have put so much of

my life together. They are:

come to life tonight. They are:

of this music. It is through their skill and spirit that the music will

their time, energy, and care into the entire process and performance

I am deeply thankful to all of the musicians who have put so much of

8. gratitude

7. Wanderer

6. Cascade

5. Acceptance

4. Part Ground (On Being Swallowed Whole)

3. Inward Net (Improvisation)

2. Reunion

1. Solstice

Concert Program (All music and lyrics written by Jeff Berman)

Thank you for coming! I am very excited to share this program of